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Black Helicopters and Heavily Armed Soldiers
Conduct Drills In Downtown Chicago As
Preparation for NATO Summit Confrontations
Continue

By Alex Thomas

 theintelhub.com
 April 17, 2012

In a shocking display of the police state and the creeping push towards actual martial

law, heavily armed military officers in black helicopters swooped through downtown

Chicago in what was billed as a routine military exercise.

Up to three Blackhawk Helicopters flew in formation and separately around downtown

office buildings and apartments for at least three hours.

A report by the local Chicago Fox affiliate was surprisingly unconvinced by the military’s

claims that these exercises had nothing to do with the upcoming NATO Summit:

The city’s Office of Emergency Management and Communications on

Monday announced that Chicago is the site of a military training exercise

this week involving personnel and at least three helicopters.

But the bland press release from City Hall did nothing to prepare folks for

the jarring scene that unfolded Monday evening.

“It was frightening,” Jessica Hill said. “I was definitely alarmed.”

At least three Blackhawk helicopters flying at time in close order

formation – at other times separating fairly widely – zoomed around

office and residential towers for several hours.

“I was pretty amazed,” Felise Llano said, “because they were definitely

military.”
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A quick look through the various videos of these helicopters flying very low to the ground

throughout the city shows just how out of control this country has become.
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An article by Steve Watson of Infowars.com pointed out the similarities between this so

called drill and others that have taken place in Los Angeles and Miami.

As we reported in January, the exact same scenario was played out in Los

Angeles for a full week, with huge Black Hawk helicopters seen hovering

over the US bank building and The Staples Center, along with four of the

smaller OH-6 choppers.

A statement issued at the time by the LAPD,  announced that the covert

exercises were “designed to ensure the military’s ability to operate in

urban environments, prepare forces for upcoming overseas deployments,

and meet mandatory training certification requirements.”

The exercises are part of a spate

of recent military drills to hit

heavily populated areas

throughout the country.

Back in April last year, residents

of Brickell, Miami witnessed at

least three large Black Hawk-

like helicopters conducting

military exercises over their

heads. Some initially believed it

was a movie shoot.

As the local Fox News affiliated heavily hinted in their news report, these military urban

warfare exercises were most likely in preparation for the upcoming NATO Summit as

well as overall military training to take on the American people.

The preparations for a confrontation in Chicago have gone into hyper drive with the

Secret Service releasing a “shopping list” of weapons and barriers they need for security

at the NATO Summit while conveniently denying protesters their first amendment

protected right to protest.

The Chicago Sun Times recently published an article describing the things the Secret

Service is current seeking which include

Portable high security barriers

Crowd control barriers

10-12 portable light towers

Sandbags, port-a-potties

Mobile offices

5-10 golf carts

Sadly, the Chicago corporate media has largely moved to make these insane police state

tactics sound as normal as possible with the Chicago Tribune reporting on the Secret

Services plans as if it was a normal everyday news blurb:

Last week, theU.S. Secret Service published bidding specifications for the

work of putting up security barriers in the city for the May 20-21 summit

that will bring leaders from around the world.

The Secret Service won’t say where those barriers are going, but the

specifications for the contract suggest the work of erecting chain-link

fences and placing concrete barriers will begin May 14, a week before the

meetings of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
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Workers will have to put up 3,600 linear feet of “anti-scale” steel fencing,

as well as 17,000 linear feet of concrete barricades. The fencing is

currently stored at a federal facility in Maryland, while the concrete

barriers will be supplied by local governments.

The specifications also call for 16-foot-wide “portable vehicle barriers”

capable of stopping a 15,000-pound vehicle traveling at 30 mph.

Meanwhile, residents of downtown Chicago apartment buildings have been given notices

that they may be denied entry into their own apartments if they do not carry

identification to prove they live there.

WLS 890AM in Chicago recently published a flyer that is currently in at least once

apartment building near the scheduled NATO Summit.

The flyer lets residents know that they will need ID or could be denied entry into their

own homes while corrupt NATO leaders plan their next war.

“If you use the Chandler as your second home and your primary address is

different, you may want to get a State of Illinois I.D. card or carry other

documentation, like a utility bill that is addressed to yourself at the

Chandler or a lease if you are a renter.”

Not to be outdone, students throughout the Chicago public school system are being

brainwashed into literally worshiping NATO and the military industrial complex.

Students were assigned a video project showing NATO delegates around important

places in Chicago.
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It is clear that the police, Secret Service, the military, and private contractors are all

preparing for a large scale confrontation with numerous protest groups during the

NATO Summit Weekend while at the same time forcing children to worship their

worldwide war plans and laughing in the face of millions of citizens throughout the

world.

Sadly, a repeat of the snatch and grab filled Pittsburg G20 protests may be on the

horizon.

Follow @IntelHub  
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40 Responses to “Black Helicopters and Heavily Armed Soldiers Conduct

Drills In Downtown Chicago As Preparation for NATO Summit

Confrontations Continue”

Stephen says:

April 17, 2012 at 7:14 pm

As someone who us to be part of meetings like this and use to do security at

these meetings I have to call BS on the info listed here.

1. In no way would they release papers stating that there will be a meeting of high

ranking members of NATO to it employies. Rather we rent the area plus some and
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provide are force to hold the grounds. We study everything plan escape routes and etc

etc.

2 The photos of the black hawks is nothing strange. The army has been doing training

in major US cities with civialian counter parts for years as part of it ANTI Terrorism

Plan. To better join the Military and Civilian forces should something happen. The

birds are not in fact that low for average flight. People should watch real helis flight

and not what they see in the movies.

3 Worry when 10th mount or 101 come storming in in trucks tanks and full gear with

weapons because you wont know they are coming till they start into town.

Jon says:

April 17, 2012 at 9:20 pm

Besides you’re talking to everyone like we’re children (which is

disrespectful in itself) #3 says everything people need to know about you. You

hold a dislike for “regular people” and it’s like you’d get joy from military rolling

up on unarmed civilians.

What’s insulting, most of all, is how you tread lightly when speaking about what

you know yet know you’re lying acting like these sorts are hardly about just

fighting terrorism. BTW, the stuff above are photos, not videos and IT IS strange.

Unless they’re like you fantasize about a potential ‘police state’.

Maxim James says:

April 18, 2012 at 1:16 am

Stephen,

The 10th Mountain Division is NOT going to fire on Americans. They are as fed up

with the NWO as the rest of us. (You obviously do not know the hell they are being

put through by the endless Illegal Wars.)

Not sure where you get your “Intel” though it appears that you are regurgitating

talking points from the DHS.

Sonterrific says:

April 18, 2012 at 2:14 am

@Stephen. Doesn’t sound like you’re from Chicago. Well, I am. I can

definitely say these operations are NOT normal for this city. Also, they WERE

flying much lower than normal flight. While looking up at them, I was able to see

three soldiers sitting on the side and also see their faces. Not clearly, but visible.

I’ve lived in this city for 32 years and have never seen helicopters flying that low to

the ground. As for the notices, buildings are passing them out to security,

employees, and residents of said buildings. Your complete post is just silly.

NavyBrat says:

April 20, 2012 at 7:17 am

Stephen (or whoever):

 For someone who has been involved with these things before, you show a rather

tenuous grasp of the English language. I would suggest that English is NOT your

first language. Where are you from? Not the USA I would bet ….

eric watson says:

April 20, 2012 at 9:17 am

Did you not hear that they are not used to seeing this ?

 And what ? the paper from the hotel is BS ? nope not likely

This whole military civilian crap is a warmer to MARTIAL law !!! will the next Geo

Washington please rise !

Howard T. Lewis III says:

April 17, 2012 at 7:31 pm

Stephen accidentally exposes NATO/military compartmentalization and

personal knowledge of plans for these domestic mercenaries planning to mow us

down with machine guns. And he name calls from the protection of being employed

by these people. Too many tax revenues being wasted maintaining no talent violent

losers willing to murder innocent people for pay. We need a serious house cleaning

here in America.
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annie says:

April 17, 2012 at 11:40 pm

Too late for that,I fear.

Defend Constitution says:

April 18, 2012 at 10:32 pm

Wishbone… won’t do that. We have ways to settle these scores.

Make Senators/Reps go after SCJ Ginsberg. Can’t be denied she is the sore

thumb sticking out. Publicly rejected her Oath of Office in which she swore to

uphold and defend the Constitution of the United States. She sliced it to

ribbons with her sharp tongue and arrogance by stating to the Egyptians that

our Constitution is old, out of step, and too hard for her to work with. If that

isn’t worse than burning our flag, you better explain it to me.

This INGRATE kicked every troop who fought in WWII in the teeth, including

every American from the Revolutionary War to the current battles. Charge her

with treason and plunk her in a Federal Pen, maybe next to her kinfolk Pollard.

She’s proof of the saying a good deed never goes unpunished. Americans, Flag,

Constitution and Freedom loving Americans, died on many battlefields to save

her kin and maybe her skin.

Make removing her a big scene for the world to see.

eric watson says:

April 20, 2012 at 9:20 am

amen brother ! we need another Geo Washington ! its out of hand

and it may be to late to take it all back .

wishbone says:

April 17, 2012 at 11:20 pm

say goodbye to your freedom america.

eric watson says:

April 20, 2012 at 9:26 am

Obama tried to Federalize the militia (our National guard )(and put a kill

switch on the net tried to pull the power of the Governors to order the N. Guard all

for one reason To destroy our Sovereignty and enact martial law He is only take

the long way around it now He gets this term its all or nothing for the people its

the last chance at freedom and holding on to the republic . He just bought 3700

huge armored trucks 45 mil rounds of 40mm had 3500 mobil Xray trucks

delivered to Fl and quickly dispersed they are for finding guns in homes from what

my X Fema Swat team buddy said He was trained to probe for food stuffs and

weapons in your back yard .

Captain Merka says:

April 17, 2012 at 11:36 pm

as Stephen informs its all normal and natural….meanwhile the implicit

message is “be afraid…stay afraid” because when civilians are afraid the guys in

brown shirts get to do pretty much what they want to….and you can take my

reference to ‘brown shirts’ in any way you can imagine! Get folks used to be

surveilled, harrassed, intimidated, and always always always “REMIND” them how

they’re keeping us all safe…from…..bad guys…..(the heathen injuns, the yellow peril,

the black hoards, the poor, the immigrants, the jews, the catholics, the muslims, the

unemployed, diseases, foods, corporations, government entities, politicians,

immigrants (did i already say immigrants?) Youhave to be taught to hate and fear you

have to be carefully taught….Now that we’re outta the “evil empire” hatred….we had

to fill in the “BLANK” wiht another enemy….pick a billion people and make them the

enemy. So far only 2 wars but dont give up we may get another couple to blitz….KEEP

playing those XBOX war games to keep your thumbs in shape!!! Peace dividend?

remember that one after the USSR was removed from the map of time?…..Peace

dividend…sheesh…how we gonna make the big bucks that way?

Maxim James says:

April 18, 2012 at 12:45 am
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Hey folks,

In the first vid (Top) those appear to be ‘Mini-Birds’ with ‘Mini-Guns.’

The destruction that just one of those could deliver on the unarmed Chicago dwellers

would be, let’s just say; ‘OverKill.’

Also in that Vid, the talking heads refer to the participants of the upcoming event as;

“World Leaders.”

World Leaders? Yes, I get it. Sovereign Nation States no longer exist in their view. (I

am guessing.)

Refuse! Resist! Revolt!

-If we can’t live in PEACE, then neither should they.

fernando says:

April 18, 2012 at 12:51 am

The One world elitist run all the anti human rights orgs NATO, the CIA, the

UN, the Tri lateral Comm, NSA, DHS, ATF, the FED, IRS, etc. Their despotic one

world order seems unstoppable. But if there is a God, these satanic clowns dont stand

a chance.

BigBarrels says:

April 18, 2012 at 10:01 am

There is a God Fernando, be sure of it in your heart, they all will be

struck to the ground like the spineless cowards they really are my friend.

Truth4now says:

April 19, 2012 at 1:52 am

God is real, the only real. All that is, is God united with God’s desire,

Universal creative principle. God, for there to be creation had to involve and

individuate to the lowest level. Our Souls are on the path of return to realizing its

inherent freedom but mostly it seems at early human stages. These NWO creators

are using the involutionary path to stay in control. When we can purify the

collective mind illusions sufficiently then there will be no place for their intentions

to manifest. Most people are almost entirely identified with their own illusions,

and by extension manipulated by the NWO illusions.

Yes, cause and effect will not and can not be evaded. Even the Gods can not escape

the reaping.

Crisis Jones says:

April 18, 2012 at 1:27 am

Hey folks,

In the first vid (Top) those appear to be ‘Mini-Birds’ with ‘Mini-Guns.’

The destruction that just one of those could deliver on the unarmed Chicago dwellers

would be, let’s just say; ‘OverKill.’

Also in that Vid, the talking heads refer to the participants of the upcoming event as;

“World Leaders.”

World Leaders? Yes, I get it. Sovereign Nation States no longer exist in their view. (I

am guessing.)

Refuse! Resist! Revolt!

-If we can’t live in PEACE, then neither should they.

Dave says:

April 18, 2012 at 1:42 am

Get us out of the u.n., nato, and for god sakes return to constitutional

foundation,and common sense principles.

 I wish not to resort to the fourth box, but I wll!

Feathers Flying in ChiTown says:

April 18, 2012 at 4:41 am

Well, Chicago, how ya feeling with No Guns now? Chickens. Cluckers. You

saps who let those thugs take your guns asked for this. Be sure you stay there and
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don’t try to sneak outside of your boundaries. Nobody is gonna want you and will

reject and send you back because you have helped bring destruction of Freedom.

Doubt that this sky show is because of NATO. Probably because O is being “resigned”

by his controllers from the election campaign, and being moved back to Chicago as

Mayor… and you idiots will all bow to him, he has trained you to bow while he was

Senator. Some Great Brave Americans have demanded proof of O’s qualifications to

be President, and demanded publication of his History… birth certif, passport, school

registrations and thesis, etc. Those great Freedom and Constitution lovers won’t stop,

and have surprised O’s controllers who put him in the Oval Office because they

thought Americans would forget about it or just accept everything like good

Chicagoans do. Nah, there are just enough Real, Brave, Freedom loving Americans

left in this country who will fight while Chicagoans hit the bars. The controllers have

likely told O “how it is” and he will be moved back to you guys as they are

OBVIOUSLY supporting Willard Romney (did you know his name is Willard?)

Controllers directed MSM to push Richie Rich Herman Munster Eddie Haskell

(rolled into one), into the GOP’s “choice” as candidate. They would put Biden in and

everybody knows he would lose, so their new puppet Willing Willard would be Pres

and Americans would forget about O’s credentials. Reason for this switcheroo is the

controllers are afraid Americans will follow the dots to their doors regarding the

eligibility deceit, and they sure don’t want that. Controllers moved Rahm to your

Mayor’s Office as a placeholder who is prepping you guys to accept the trickery. He’s

now moving stronger on everybody’s guns, supporting Holder who spun some guns

in Fast and Furious. Issa of CA is going after Holder for the Fast & Furious Fiasco.

The controllers will move Rahm back to DC to help Willing Willard, and have already

shipped Daley back to Chicago to help Obama settle in. So…. think again about those

Blackhawks. They ain’t there to help you… they are from the government… and even

Chicagoans should know what that means. Maybe. You will sure not have a better

chance to show if you ARE Americans, Chicagoans. Soon. Better figure it out.

Probably your last chance.

Feathers Flying in ChiTown says:

April 18, 2012 at 5:05 am

Better start confronting MSM publicly and loudly for promo’ing Willing

Willard, and demand they give equal time to RON PAUL. He is THE only one who is

not in it for money, he is an Air Force Veteran, an OBGYN who delivered 4000 (that’s

Four Thousand) new little Americans into this country, a Congressman highly

appreciated by his constituents, upholds his Oath of Office, loves our country, our

founding, and loves Americans. Loyal husband, good father, grandfather, relative,

neighbor, friend. He will never betray or deceive citizens. FIGHT for him, the MSM

controllers are scared to death of him and try to shut him off everywhere and way

they can. Shove it to them, pull the rug from under those creeps, SHOUT OUT FOR

RON PAUL… or get used to those Blackhawks, you high rise dwellers.

ioyiyg says:

April 18, 2012 at 9:33 am

The Committee of 300 (the real rulers)

http://vaticproject.blogspot.com/2012/04/club-of-rome-and-committee-of-300-

video.html

Protest Equals Consent says:

April 18, 2012 at 9:48 am

I don’t know how to break it to you but protest equals consent.

 So get out there and protest!

 Here Is Robert Menard the Freeman explaining Protest

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lX_lg4LHP68

 If you never saw his Bursting Bubbles Of Government then you will see Robert

Menard knows what he speaks of.

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-HnExGn69c

 That’s why they taught all the hippies to protest!

 You’ll notice things just got better and better sine people started believing in

protesting.Heck they hire rent a mobs to dress up like fools and protest and show

them on TV so no one takes the “protesters”seriously.LOL you people and your

consent giving protest! Heheheheh

Bob says:

April 18, 2012 at 2:27 pm

I’m amazed any of the sheeple even woke up from their semi-permanent

vegetative comas long enough to notice…
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Theo Dark says:

April 18, 2012 at 8:06 pm

whats funny is,as someone else commented you can clearly see two lil birds

with troops on the skids. last time i checked not to many teams use them besides

special forces and blackwater i mean Xe i mean academy.just sayin.

Billsocal says:

April 18, 2012 at 8:41 pm

Military exercises like this have been going on since the passage of the

National Defense Authorization Act. The military is planning for martial law. Occupy

Wall Street and the Labor Unions are planning something big for May 1, 2012. This

could be the start of the Commie uprising.

MichaelClifford2020 says:

April 19, 2012 at 12:28 am

I live about 2 1/2 hours north of Chicago just over the Wisconsin border.

Yesterday, middle of the afternoon, I hear what sounds like a jet in the distance. A

split second later the sound is so loud I got nauseous. I thought a nuke or some sort

of missile was about to hit. In all the years I have lived here I have never heard a ‘jet’

like that. Now I am finding this article… I feel like we aren’t getting the whole story

here… Not that we ever have to begin with. That’s all just my two cents…

littlebob says:

April 19, 2012 at 3:44 am

Research the events after Katrina hit New Orleans. A minority of the

population, cost lives and some lost theirs.

Drone says:

April 19, 2012 at 6:56 am

My brother and I seen a drone in the city of Chicago a few days ago. We

look out the window and in the sky a there was the drone…. Its scary how there plans

are going into affect.
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